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06.06.16
Sarah Coll

You sit under my skin.
Constantly tapping,
but rarely seeping through.
Not until alcohol tickles you.
Not until I'm locked away,
hidden from everyone.
It's been too long.
Nobody can know.
Gone.
I watched the ground swallow
you whole,
but you're still here.
Nobody can know you're still
here
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Creaghting
Glen Wilson

Sixteen head of cattle march
two abreast, heavy and shuffling.
We hold the birch, the baton
but don't often make them sing.
We can measure the air, raise
noses, inhale the seasons onrush,
muddy the path to the next graze
but it will have grown back; slush
to solid green for the spring reverse.
We stay close to the water sources,
know where to divine answers to thirst.
Lords race past into the future on horses,
hustle from Motte to stone Keep,
to leave these walls of inheritance
and English titles. When they sleep
do they know their legacy is a glance?
this land is but a painting in constant thrall,
peace is only found in slow steady footfall.
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Three Sides
Kate Winter
LISA
I get a genuine fright when I see him walk through the door. Matt has
been skulking around in my mind for so long, when I actually see him in
the flesh, he seems almost larger than life, like he's stepping off a
twenty foot cinema screen.
I consciously control my smile, acutely aware of every muscle in my
face, suddenly cursing myself for not paying more attention to my
reflection in the mirror this morning.
Matt is looking for someone. He scans the interior of the cafe and his
eyes pass over me briefly, before snapping back in a moment of
recognition. I raise my hand a few inches from the table, though it feels
like it's made of lead, and give a kind of floppy wave.
Let me explain, quickly, before he comes over. Matt is my childhood
sweetheart. We kissed once when we were both thirteen. That week
was an eventful one. It was my birthday, I had my first proper kiss, I
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got my period, I kissed Matt's best friend two days later and my father
walked out of our house on the Saturday and never came home.
Thirteen year old Matt was furious at my betrayal, and told me that
even though he loved me, he'd never forgive me. I fell head over feet
into those three words and knew that someday, of course he would
forgive me, and we would be together; a happy ending for me in my
distant future.
I've lived a lifetime since then, but somehow the torch I carry for the
gangly, sensitive boy has never gone out, and the older I get, the more
painfully it burns. He recently divorced and returned to live in our
hometown. I've been somewhat obsessed of late, though I try to live in
reality. But my mind does tend to wander into fantasy-land now and
then.
He picks up his coffee from the pretty blonde barista at the counter,
treating her to a trademark lopsided grin as he pays. Then he comes
over to my table, his smile growing wider as he approaches.
"Lisa!" His voice is warm. He's happy to see me. My stomach turns
slowly, in a not entirely pleasant way. He makes me so nervous.
"You're up early!" My own voice sounds alien to my ears; too jolly, too
forced.
Calm down, you silly mare.
"I know! It's not like me. But I have a meeting, I'm working on a new
script with a really interesting guy. Daniel Layton, have you heard of
him?"
I squint my eyes and try to look like I'm wracking my brains, though I
don't recognise the name. Because, honestly, it could be my brother
he's talking about and I'd be so distracted by his proximity, the subtle,
citrusy, masculine scent of his aftershave (might even just be his
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shaving foam, actually), the slight puffiness in his eyes at this hour of
the morning which makes him look twenty years younger, and the
pleasure of his attention, that I would still be unable to fetch the
relevant information from my muddled brain.
"He's been picking up a lot of attention lately for this book he wrote,
kind of a sci-fi romance that's just driving a whole new market crazy.
And he's recently decided to base himself here permanently. So Jack...
You know Jack, at the Simpson Gallery? Jack brought us together and
we're kinda smashing his style together with mine and writing a
surreal, crazy play that is just gonna be amazing!"
His enthusiasm is incredibly attractive. His eyes sparkle, crinkly at the
corners. I feel like a clumsy teenager, way out of my depth. I'm
simultaneously loving and hating this, desperate to run away but
willing to do anything to hold on to his attention for a few more
precious minutes too.
"Sounds good!" I say. "How's life these days?"
He falters, loses a little of the glow I've been basking in. Something's
bothering him. I'll draw him out. I'll help him, make him feel better. He'll
see how supportive I can be, how warm and perceptive I am; They're
good qualities in a woman, aren't they?
"Good, yeah," he says, taking a sip of his coffee and glancing towards
the door.
"Has everything with Sam settled down?" I ask quietly. I'm sure his
marriage break up is part of the trouble in his eyes. I watch him
carefully, channeling as much care into my gaze as I can.
"Yeah, as much as it can, to be honest. She's a great person. We'll get
there."
A great person! Yeah, right.
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The thought makes me want to shake him. Everybody knows she was
never right for him. I've heard stories about Sam Kennedy that would
make your skin crawl, though I don't know her personally. Stunning,
yes, but a right bitch, according to local hearsay.
"That's good." I measure my words carefully. "It's good that you're both
moving on..."
He looks up sharply, and I smile, encouraging him to share his feelings.
His gaze drops to my mouth. It's just a fraction of a moment, but it's
enough to make my senses jolt and give me a rush of sexual energy. He
looks like he might say something, but the spell is broken when a
shadow falls across us and a hand claps him on the back.
"Hey man!" Matt jumps up and the two men greet each other. Daniel
Layton is tall, several inches taller than Matt, and handsome too. He's
dark, whereas Matt is fair, and has a slightly more weathered face. I'd
find him quite attractive if he wasn't in such close proximity to the
object of my long-term affections.
There's a short fumble, while they pull up a chair to the table, and Matt
steps over to the counter to order more coffees. Daniel gives me a fullwattage smile and shakes my hand.
"I'm Dan."
"Lisa."
"Have we met before, Lisa?" He's looking at me very intently.
"No, I don't think so."
"Hmm, it must be that Matt's told me about you then. I feel like I know
you from somewhere..."
I can't hold back the smile, and I can feel a slight blush creeping up my
cheeks. Now that's a good sign. Matt's been talking about me!
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He returns to the table with two coffees. I can hardly look at him, with
all the butterflies taking off in my stomach.
"Did you want another, Lisa?" he asks, twinkling at me with those big
blue eyes.
I have a brief but intense internal struggle, before listening to the voice
of common sense.
Always leave them wanting more.
Some wise words from a friend of mine who is prolifically successful
with the opposite sex. I stand up, feeling my slouchy tee shirt fall off my
shoulder and deliberately leaving it there. I feel elated. He's been
talking about me!
"Nope, I'll leave you guys at it, have a great day."
I maintain a moment of electric eye contact with Matt, then smile at
Dan, my whole body crackling with chemistry.
"Lovely to meet you."
I walk out the door, happy, giddy, transported right back to thirteen
year old certainty.
Yep. We are definitely soul mates.

Daniel
I'm on my way to meet this guy, Matthew Kennedy. He approached me
recently about doing a play based loosely on my novel, The Burnt Sky,
and being pretty new in town I said yes. He's had a few successful runs
on a national level, though nothing like my kind of success, and he
doesn't have a bad reputation, for a playwright. I'm really starting to
regret it now, though. He's all over the place. A real nutcase. He can't
seem to keep his attention on any one thing at any one time. And as for
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him "loving my book", I've really started to doubt over the past few
weeks that he even read it through once. He's seriously trying to
destroy my whole concept. I'm going to this meeting to lay down some
ground rules or break the whole damn project up.
I've never been to Ella's Cafe before, and it takes me a while to find the
right street. When I do, I walk up and down several times, I just can't
seem to spot the bloody place, and I'm just about to take out my phone
and call him, when I catch a glimpse of a vintage-looking sign which
says Bella's down a windy side lane.
Typical. Wrong name, wrong street. This guy's a cowboy.
I peer in the window - if he's not in there, I'm waiting outside. I hate
sitting alone in busy places waiting. It's almost gotten to the stage
where it's a phobia. But thankfully, I spot the back of his head straight
away. Perfectly, expertly messed up 'surfer hair'. Matt definitely doesn't
surf, can't see him happy to get wet, he's definitely more like a cat than
your average man...
I pause in my mental rant.
There's a woman sitting with Matt. She's gorgeous. Small, curvy, great
rack. Dimples. Dark hair and big brown eyes. Just my type. I watch for
a few minutes before I enter. Their heads are close together, it looks
pretty intimate.
I bumble into the conversation, channelling a 'friendly guy' vibe. I know
how to put women at their ease. To be honest, I've got this game down
to a fine art. As Matt's pulling up a chair for me, I keep my voice low,
and casually say,
"Hey, grab me an americano there, will you bud?"
He obliges, and I pull up close to the hot brunette.
"I'm Dan."
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"Lisa."
She's a shy one. Nice. Probably a romantic.
"Have we met before, Lisa?"
The "I feel like I know you from somewhere" line. The quiet ones love
that one.
"No, I don't think so."
She's flattered, I can tell. Now I pull back a little, but re-affirm that
we're connected in some way.
"Hmm, it must be that Matt's told me about you then. I feel like I know
you from somewhere..."
Bingo!
I can see a blush creeping prettily up her cheeks. I'm just too damn
good at this.
Matt comes back to the table, but she barely acknowledges him. When
she stands up to leave, her body language is pretty sexy. This one is a
little firecracker. Her tee shirt slips, to reveal a red lacy bra strap and I
feel myself stiffen a little in anticipation. Hot.
She says her goodbyes and gives me a sexy smile before she saunters
out the door. We both watch her leave. Her ass is peachy in those
indigo jeans.
"Nice girl." I watch Matt for his reaction.
"Isn't she lovely? I've known Lisa most of my life. She's a really sweet
person."
"What does she do?"
"I'm not sure exactly, actually. She used to be a fantastic artist though.
Really good at kinda graffiti-style cartoons."
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Well, now. Isn't that handy?
"Really? I'd love to talk to her about potentially working on a cover
illustration for my next book."
There is no next book. I've had a complete block since Burnt Sky,
haven't been able to do fuck all writing. But he doesn't need to know
that. I pull out my phone, and open a new contact tab.
"You got her number?"
"Sure." Matt reaches for his own phone, and there it is.
I'll be calling Lisa the firecracker later on. And she'll be in my bed by
the weekend.

Matthew
I'm pretty surprised at myself that I'm on time for once, as I push open
the door of Ella's and hear the familiar old-fashioned jangle of the bell
over the door. I love the smell of coffee and sugar and fresh oranges
being squeezed. Sometimes it brings me back to when Sam and I were
first married, when we lived in that attic flat round the corner, and
every morning we would tumble down here to drink coffee and share a
chocolate croissant, crumbs of pastry always sticking to her glossy lips,
me always kissing them off.
Feels like a lifetime ago.
Doesn't look like Daniel's here yet. I'll wait for him in the window, this
place can be a little tricky to find.
A pretty brunette catches my eye, and I realise it's Lisa Jones, an old
friend from my schooldays. I've seen her about a bit since I moved
home, but we haven't had a proper chance to catch up, really, aside
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from the odd couple of words shouted in a noisy bar here and there. I'll
join her while I wait for Daniel.
"You're up early!" She greets me in a teasing tone. I must look like I just
rolled out of bed, which in all fairness, I did. I'm more of a night owl,
which she must know from seeing me out and about all the time.
"I know! It's not like me. But I have a meeting, I'm working on a new
script with a really interesting guy. Daniel Layton, have you heard of
him?"
She shakes her head, I didn't expect her to know him, he's only recently
blown into town, on a big-city wave of success from his debut novel.
The guy is a complete egomaniac, but incredibly talented with it. We're
going to make something explosive together and I'm pretty excited
about it.
"He's been picking up a lot of attention lately for this book he wrote,
kind of a sci-fi romance that's just driving a whole new market crazy.
And he's recently decided to base himself here permanently. So Jack...
You know Jack, at the Simpson Gallery? Jack brought us together and
we're kinda smashing his style together with mine and writing a
surreal, crazy play that is just gonna be amazing!"
"Sounds good!" she says, noncommittally. "How's life these days?"
I feel a short spike of annoyance, but I squash it quickly. Not everybody
wants to talk about the same things. Just because I'm excited about
this project doesn't mean she has to be too. And she's a sweet chick,
she doesn't mean any offence.
But shit, man, haven't I just answered this question, pretty
enthusiastically?
"Yeah, good," I respond, catching the slightly sulky tone that comes out
of my mouth and feeling bad about it instantly.
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She lowers her voice, speaks in that conspiratorial tone everyone
assumes when they talk to me about my divorce. Here we go. And sure
enough;
"Has everything with Sam settled down?"
No, of course it hasn't settled down. We were together for nine years
and we split up six months ago. We have a child stuck in the middle of
this, and neither of us has the faintest idea if we're doing the right
thing. Last night we had mind-blowing sex and today I feel the loss of
her again like it was only yesterday I walked out that door. No. No, it
hasn't settled down.
But, of course, I give the trademark, neutral line.
"Yeah, as much as it can, to be honest. She's a great person. We'll get
there."
"That's good," she says, quietly. "It's good that you're both moving on..."
I feel a lurch in my gut like someone has kicked the wind out of me.
What's she saying? Does she know something I don't? Has Sam 'moved
on' without me knowing about it? I stare at Lisa, trying to see behind
her words. She's smiling, in a kind of sad way.
Then I realise I'm just being paranoid. The bile slowly retreats back
down my throat. Lisa doesn't even know Sam. They probably met a
grand total of twice in all the time we were married. And Sam told me
just last night, as we lay sweaty, tangled and lost together in the halflight of dawn, that she still couldn't imagine ever letting another man
touch her.
I take a deep breath and open my mouth to change the subject, but
thankfully, Daniel's sudden arrival sorts out the awkward situation for
me.
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I pull myself together while I order our coffees, only realising as I return
to the table that I've been pretty rude and neglected to ask Lisa if she
wanted one. I try to rectify the situation, make her feel welcome.
"Did you want another, Lisa?"
She seems distracted. Probably already thinking ahead to what her
own day involves.
"Nope, I'll leave you guys at it, have a great day."
We say our goodbyes and I turn my attention to Daniel. This guy takes
a lot of work. I need to give him my full and uninterrupted focus, so I
push all thoughts of Sam, of last night, of my completely uncertain
future to the very back of my mind. This project is my now. My work
has saved me time and time again over the years. I'm ready to get
stuck in. But Dan's mind is clearly elsewhere.
"Nice girl," he says, his eyes unabashedly following the sway of Lisa's
hips as she disappears around a corner outside.
"Isn't she lovely? I've known Lisa most of my life. She's a really sweet
person."
I try to imbue my words with warmth and camaraderie, but frankly I'm
less than interested in this sleazeball's interest in my friend. We've got
a lot of work to do.
"What does she do?"
I resist the urge to grit my teeth. Force myself to respond in an easy
tone.
"I'm not sure exactly, actually. She used to be a fantastic artist though.
Really good at kinda graffiti-style cartoons."
Daniel's eyes light up.
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"Really? I'd love to talk to her about potentially working on a cover
illustration for my next book."
He pulls out his phone and starts typing in her name.
"You got her number?"
For just a moment, I consider telling him I don't, but I'm pretty sure that
would just prolong this conversation. And Lisa is a grown woman. She
can look after herself.
So I give him her number, thinking to myself as I do so,
good luck to you, buddy. She's far too good for a creep like you.
And finally we get down to work.
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In Praise of Doing Nothing
Bobbie Sparrow

Stare at trees without
thoughts of poems or pictures,
noticing the curve of a boulder,
say "Well, now".
Laugh, at any small thing,
a baby sucking her toes
or the greyhound skirt of some young one.
Wonder without worry
about the love you feel
for the violin teacher.
Look at the curtains,
their closing of the day.
Feel on your thighs
the rising heat of the stove.
Don't go to Pilates
Lie on the floor.
Clean your nails with the lid of a biro
chew your lip
watch the scatter of rain.
Feel your shoe too tight.
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Press no buttons.
Sit on stone walls
like that's the thing you're doing.
Forget you're there,
remember you're there.
Watch the cows
who aren't avoiding or resisting,
lips low to the green.
Wander your rooms,
touch the dust.
Notice without judgement
the ring around the bath tub.
See the spider, her web world
repeating itself without desire.
Glaze over in kindly memory.
Visit the middle distance,
its vacuum as much value
as the soft rise and fall of your breath.
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WALKING A TIGHTROPE
Ken Hume

The baby they yearned for
That new life for which they hoped
The expectation, the promise
Fragile; silent & cautious
For fear they won't cope
With yet more disappointment
Heartbreak & despair
Another dream hanging by a rope
Fate's random gallows
Executioner's fickle whim
It doesn't seem fair
Deciding our fate
Leaving us to grope
About in the darkness
Walking a tightrope
Of faded longing
Teetering
Struggling to balance
Our barely contained grief
And tears. Absolute loss.
With our desire for contentment
For Motherhood.
The longing to be a father
Heightened by the loss of his own.
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But we put on a brave face
Smile through the strain
For our family's sake
We walk through the rain
We pick each other up
Dust off the shame
Our mutual love
Sustaining us
Steadying us
Through the pain
Bringing us closer,
Strengthening our bond.
We'll always have each other
We'll always walk
This tightrope of life
Together.
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Anointed
Alan O'Gorman
The summer had barely started and the boredom was already doing
my head in. My mam had taken my PlayStation off me, for what I can't
remember, so I had to sit around my room all day waiting for the lads
to finish work. Sitting around like that drives me insane. I get mad
anxiety when I'm doing nothing. I'd always end up digging my nails into
my arms or hands or scalp and begging my mam to give me back my
games. Then I'd get angry and we'd end up screaming at each other.
She'd always tell me go away and get a job for myself and once I'd
calmed down I always felt bad for what I'd called her.
One day I told her that all the lads were going to Santa Ponsa in
August and asked if I could go too.
And how are they affording that? she said.
They've all got jobs, I said.
And where have they got jobs? she said.
On building sites, I said.
And why can't you…?
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Cause their dads got them their jobs. Or their uncles.
She knew I hadn't a dad or an uncle so she changed the subject.
Well maybe you can try SuperValu she said. I'll ask Noreen.
I was in my hole going working in SuperValu. I remember being well
pissed off on the walk over to Carey's gaff, but I don't think I was planning
what happened. It just kind of happened.
He was the only other one not working but I didn't like spending too
much time with him because all he did all day was smoke hash and watch
kids' cartoons. Also, if his parents were ever there they just got into massive
roaring matches with him and with each other. Even if you were sitting
there. His mam was the worst, she was a beast of a thing with peroxide
hair and we all called her Hulk Hogan behind her back, even Carey. She'd
say things like, Who's your friend? Tell him to go home now. Even though
she'd met me loads of times.
Anyway, how it all started was I went over to Carey's after arguing
with my mam. He had a free gaff and sure enough there he was watching
Spongebob Squarepants. I sat down and had a smoke. He was giggling
away at the telly. Mad isn't it? he said.
What's mad?
This little fella. Your man Spongebob.
I watched it a while but I couldn't understand a word. The fuck is this
shit? I said. They speaking Japanese or something?
It's in Irish ya dope. Haha look at him, Carey was in stitches now. That
Patrick is some clown, biy. I'd love to slap the head off him.
You going Santa Ponsa, Carey?
He shrugged his shoulders. Suppose.
D'you've money?
How much is it?
Six hundred quid.
He thought about it a while, his eyes glued to the telly. Probably not
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so, he said.
He took a long toke and tried to hold it in but something Squidward
said got him and he burst out in a hoarse, long laugh, laughing and
coughing until his eyes were all bleary. Carey, I said, getting impatient.
There has to be some way of getting money. What was that thing you told
me before that the tinkers do? Round Confirmation day…? Carey…?
Wha?
I waited until the silence filled the room and he turned his eyes from
the telly and onto me. They were bloodshot red. The Confirmation thing, I
said.
Oh yeah… the thing my cousin used do? He'd clean up. Go into town
the day after a Confirmation and rob a load of young fellas who are out
spending their money.
How would ya find out when it's a Confirmation day?
He looked around the room, as if he'd find the answer somewhere.
Dunno, he said finally. Online?
We smoked some more and laughed about robbing kids' runners,
patting them down, how scared they'd be, hanging them off bridges. Then
Carey started falling asleep so I went down the dead-end to wait for the
lads.
The next day, though, I didn't laugh at all when I woke up and Carey was
standing at the edge of my bed with a knife the size of my forearm. I
almost shat myself. Your mam told me wake ya, he said.
Where the fuck did you get that?
I got it off my uncle last year for my birthday, he said.
Fuckin hell, I said.
This'll scare the shit right out of those little cunts.
None of it seemed real. Him standing there. But he seemed dead
serious. I watched him as he studied the blade. The reflection off it made
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his ugly little head seem spottier than normal, big manky red lumps all over
his face, sticking out from under his fluffy knackertash. Is that a machete? I
said.
I dunno…
He kept turning it over and over and then he swooshed it through the
air. This would do some damage, biy.
By eleven we were strolling over Patrick's Bridge. I thought maybe
we'd just go home after half an hour, that Carey was all talk. He had the
machete strapped to the inside of his leg with an elastic hairband he stole
off his little sister and it was making him walk with a serious limp. His right
hand was pressed to his groin so the knife wouldn't slip and he was
swinging his left arm in the air like a fool. You look like some gomey, I said.
We were fairly stoned. The morning was warm enough and the sun
started making my eyes sleepy. There weren't many people out and about,
some older fellas in suits, women with buggies and that. The only person
who paid attention to us was a beggar leaning his back against the wall of
the bridge, asking for money. Carey had to stop a couple of times to fix
himself. He's smaller than me, and the tip of the knife reached his kneecap,
holding his leg hostage. What's the plan so? I said.
Posh boys from Rochestown made their Confirmation yesterday.
Should be crawling all over town today. Be like them sitting ducks.
We headed down Pana. Town being dead, it would be easy to spot a
load of twelve-year-olds coined up to the gills on a Tuesday morning.
Carey said we should only grab big groups and get out of town quick. But
we saw our first schoolboys by Brown Thomas. Three of them, walking so
close they were touching, whispering to each other. Two of them had
braces in their mouths and one a cross hanging on a chain outside his tshirt. I watched all that metal sparkling in the sun and imagined yanking it
from his neck. Carey stopped dead in his tracks and I thought he was fixing
himself again but he looked back at them and nodded, clutching his
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tracksuit pants tight. It looked to anyone else like he was holding his knob.
No, I said, and we walked on.
By the time we got to Grand Parade we'd not seen any proper groups.
Carey was moaning in my ear about the knife down his pants and saying
he was heading home. We were going to and all until we had a sconce
down Oliver Plunkett Street and saw what we were looking for. Seven boys
with fresh faces, smooth from mammy's moisturising cream, laughing and
having a wonderful time altogether. Some of them had McFlurrys in their
hands and others were drinking fizzy drinks through straws. One of them
actually had a wad of notes out and was counting how much money he
had, no wallet or nothing! They were coming towards us. I got very angry
when I saw them, I don't know why. We stopped on the footpath outside
The Bróg and waited. An old man walked around us and looked over his
shoulder. I squinted at him until he looked away. I rolled my neck and
cracked my knuckles. Carey stood next to me with his hands in his pockets.
The street hardly ever has cars on it and is very narrow. It's mostly
shops and pubs. The young fellas saw us and walked off the footpath into
the road, trying to look like they weren't scared, trying to just mosey on
past us. I moved out onto the road and Carey limped after me. I made
myself an obstruction and ploughed through the centre of the group. They
burst around me and started walking fast. C'mere a sec, I said. I want to
ask ya something.
Carey flicked his head and whistled three times through his teeth,
ordering them over. One of them stopped and looked back. What? he said.
Come on Simon, his friend said.
C'mere Simon, I said and went to grab his arm.
He dodged my grip and hurried after his friends. The one with the
money was looking back, coaxing his friend forward. I moved quick and
pushed Simon aside and as the whole group scattered I grabbed the one
with the cash by the hand, squeezing the shit out of it until I heard his little
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bones make a noise and he dropped the money on the ground and in my
rush to gather the notes before the wind took them I screamed at Carey to
get the knife out but they were well gone, while he was still fumbling with
the laces on his tracksuit pants.
Thirty euros, Carey said. Thirty fuckin euros. I thought these fellas were
loaded?
We were down a long alleyway. People were passing by on either side
now and then.
Well, I said, if you'd a bit a cop on we woulda got more.
They were gone.
Exactly.
That Simon made a fool of ya.
Just gimme the knife.
Fuck sake, he said. He pulled down his tracksuit pants while I kept
sketch. The whole place stank of piss and there was some dodgy looking
shit smattered low against the wall. He pulled off his pants over his shoes. I
held them and waited. He dragged the hairband down to his ankle and
handed over the machete, standing there with his scrawny chicken legs
shaking. He had a small rash where the point of the blade had been poking
at the inside of his knee. He gave me the hairband finally and I pressed it
to my nose and inhaled. Mmm, smells like your sister.
Smells like my balls ya mean.
He shook out his leg and put on his pants again. I got my pants off
and strapped the knife to the outside of my leg. Why didn't ya do this? I
said.
What? he said.
Strap it to the outside.
Oh.
We came back out onto Oliver Plunkett Street. The hairband was pure
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awkward, cutting off the circulation in my leg a bit, but I was walking a lot
easier than Carey'd been. Without the knife to concentrate on, he loosened
up, scanning the street like a hawk. We saw some packs of two and three
but decided against it. If we catch someone again, Carey said, I'm gonna
hang them upside down by their ankles.
I was focused on measuring my steps, keeping the knife in place,
when Carey put out his hand and gently stopped me. There la, he said.
There were five of them, turning the corner onto Parnell Place. They
all had shopping bags in their hands. We sped up and turned the corner to
see them crossing the road towards the back of the bus station. Catch em
before they head home, I said.
Carey ran across and got up ahead of them, waiting on the footpath. I
had to stall for a couple of cars to pass. I saw him talking to the lads. They
were stopped shoulder to shoulder in front of him. I limped over when it
was clear and came up behind them.
So, gis your money or my friend is gonna cut ya, Carey was saying.
Their heads shot back at me and they were all pale as ghosts. One of
them had tears in his eyes. They fished in their pockets and came out with
little Pokemon and South Park wallets, or with bundles of crumpled notes
and coins, handing it all over to Carey. That's it, he was saying. No one gets
hurt. You, don't be shy.
I don't have any left, one of them said.
His voice was quivering and high-pitched, his balls yet to drop. Don't
be fuckin stupid, Carey said.
He doesn't, honestly, his friend said. He spent it all.
Oh yeah?
Yeah. I'm paying for his bus.
I swear, the kid said, crying now.
You swear?
Carey pressed his forehead against the kid's. He wasn't that much
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taller than him. Don't you fuckin lie to me, he said.
The kid stepped back and then looked up at me with tears in his eyes.
I stepped forward and bent my neck down. Are you lying to us? I said.
No. I swear.
Right, then tell us where the resta your friends are and you can fuck
off home.
Merchant's Quay shopping centre.
The others were nodding. I looked down at the Virgin bag in his hand.
Shouldn't spend all your money on shite, I said.
As we passed Londis, an old fella outside was running a coin over a
scratchcard but he was looking at us and shaking his head. I couldn't tell if
he'd seen what we'd done or if he just hadn't won any money.
Coming around the corner, we could see a whole pile of them outside
the entrance to the shopping centre, a sea of paper bags and expensive
jeans and jumpers. There was a hum of whiny posh accents filling the
street. They were taking their new stuff out and showing it to each other
and being hyper and annoying.
There were a lot of other people around, flowing in and out the main
doors or waiting for buses. Two old ones smoking fags in their Marks &
Spencer's uniforms looked at the boys with their noses turned up. A fat
security guard came out, his hands behind his back, and told the boys to
clear off, letting go of his wrist to wave them away. A little stump of a
tongue came out and licked the corner of his black moustache. They did as
he said and moved towards the traffic lights. Two of them split from the
group here and went straight on. The rest, about ten, went back over
Patrick's Bridge. We followed them. The security fella's eyes passed over us
slowly and then rolled back inside the shopping centre, followed by his feet.
My leg had long gone numb. The blade wasn't cold anymore, it was
clammy and sticking to me. I was dying to whip it out. Carey bit his
fingernails and stared at their backs. The same beggar asked them for
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money and they ignored him. He asked us too. We already told ya we'd
nothing, Carey said.
When they reached the end of the bridge, they turned left on the
quay. We closed in and circled around the front of them, stopping on the
narrow footpath. They were wedged between parked cars on their right
and the railing on their left. I watched a Punto roll past in the street and
didn't speak till it was gone. The boys were looking at each other, around,
at Carey, not up at me. Listen here. Look at me, I said. I want ye to reach
into yere pockets and yere bags and take out everything ye have and give
it to us.
Carey crossed his arms. Do what he says, he said.
The boys started to go into their pockets. They looked confused. One
of them handed me a twenty, another forty euros. That's all I have.
I don't have anything, one said, patting his jeans.
Neither do I, said another.
He was digging into his pockets and turning them inside out. I just
stood, looking back and forth amongst the ten of them, squashed into a
little triangle in front of me. I sighed and reached into my pants and
gripping the handle, slowly brought out the knife, every inch of it thicker
than the last. You could tell from their eyes they thought it would keep
coming forever. As the point came clear of my waistband, one of them took
off running, back towards the bridge. He had a rucksack bouncing on his
back, weighing him down. He ran like a heavy, injured bird. Carey was after
him in a shot and caught hold of the bag firmly. I turned back to the nine
remaining and pointed the knife in the air before their faces. Two of them
were crying. I wondered if any of them would piss their pantses. I don't give
a shit what kind of excuses ye wanna come out with. See this knife? I swear
to God biys I'll ram this into ye so hard it'll come out the other side. Give
me every fuckin cent ye have on ye. Now!
Their hands came flying out with notes and coins, every one of them.
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They were digging deep in those pockets. They'd have given me their
underwear if I wanted it. Phones too, I said. Gimme that bag.
Only twelve years old and they all had mobile phones. Motorolas,
Nokia 3310s, 3510s and all with the coloured screens. I was shoving them
into the paper bag when I heard a wailing ahead of me. I'd forgotten about
Carey and the runner and when I'd a sconce over, it took me a second to
understand what I was seeing. They looked joined together. But then I saw.
Carey had stuck the kid headfirst over the railing and he was facing down
on the river, screaming. He had the boy's legs over his shoulders in a kind
of piledriver and was holding him loosely behind the knees, shaking him
left and right. The backpack was leaping with him noisily. As I ran over, the
young fella's friends took off.
Gis your fuckin money, Carey was saying. He sounded exhausted.
Have you gone mad, biy? I said. Put him down.
He stopped shaking the boy and looked at me, confused, but he
didn't argue. He almost seemed relieved. He went to pull the kid back over
the railing when the young fella kicked out suddenly. He thrashed his legs
and caught Carey right on the chin. Carey let go of him, pushing his legs
away. Ya bastard, he said, holding his mouth.
The boy's legs balanced in the air and for a second it looked
unbelievable. Like he was doing gymnastics. I thought then he must be
some sort of mad strong child you see on the Internet or something, one of
them freaks like Arnold Schwarzenegger when he was a kid, doing a
handstand there above the water. But then he flipped forward in a
somersault. He slapped his back off the wall beneath the bars and fell like a
dummy, feetfirst, into the river with a crash.
He surfaced and his bag popped up behind him, bobbing there like a
second head. We watched as his little arms came out, clutching at the air.
The bag must have been keeping him afloat. There were dark circles on
the water around him. Carey was still holding his chin, watching quietly.
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The boy was coughing hoarsely and trying to paddle towards the
steps on the opposite wall but he hit a current moving down the centre of
the river and it took him easily and swept him away. He started screaming
like a girl but I think he was swallowing mouthfuls of water too because a
strange yodelling sound came out. The sound rebounded off the walls and
headed down the river with him. They seemed like separate things
travelling together towards the bridge, growing more distant, him and that
sound.
The beggar had stood up and was peering over the low wall at the
boy coming towards him. He looked across at me. I slowly put the knife
back in my pants. The boy kept on floating. He vanished under the bridge
where we couldn't see him for the shadows. The beggar looked down at
the footpath as if he could see through it and then turned and watched the
river on the other side. All three of us kept our eyes on the water, waiting
for him to reappear.
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Poly Positivist Syllogism
Rose Knapp

If infinite Nablockovs
Then how many kens
Can Baroque Barbie
Become |straight|
Out of Carnegie?
Actuality, I'm not
Asking You Mýa
Keatzian kitsch
Or my hollow
Über Tractatus
Or maybe I am
Only because
On Fridays I'm
An amused muse
Coke stoned and
Gazing at Gatsby
Post-asphyxiated
Climax shot he calls
Me a ride we cackle
And I black out the Times
I see a Langston or another
Siren getting locked for life
When I'm not in Manhattan
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Cleaning the Room
Shaneen Gorman

I brought you your iron back
Never had any use for it anyway
Whatever can crease
will crease.
I'm keeping the board though
Always needed more surface space.
I brought you back your headphones
Always meant to buy a pair of my own
Never remember until after.
Hindsight is a beautiful thing
but crippling in most cases.
I wish I could bring you back our memories
Not for sentimental value or anything been wanting to offload a while now
I need these useless things
as much as I need your old toothbrush.
Remember the day you finally gave the dog back?
He always liked me more anyway
He reminds me of you when he tears up the flowers,
or pees in the house
But at least he has the decency to act sorry.
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Bloodshed
Ciara O’Leary
I laid eyes on him for a few fleeting moments before he had a chance
to notice me. He was a waiter, dressed in black slacks, a crisp, white
shirt, and black dress shoes which had been freshly polished. The staff
were allowed wear black runners but comfort over style was never his
priority. A smile twitched in the corners of my mouth for it suddenly
became so clear how my younger self was broken by this man.
His facial hair was neatly trimmed and his overall appearance was
impeccable as it had been nine years ago. The apron tied to his waist,
which was layered almost twice around his slender frame, exposed the
only disturbance to an otherwise faultless facade. On his right leg, the
faint outline of a hand, in what one could assume to be yeast or flour,
was just about noticeable to a strained eye. I inadvertently blushed,
recalling a life long ago when similar imprints of his hands were left on
my own thighs.
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The restaurant contained an atmosphere of an elite underground club,
with dim lighting and warm, heavy air. An intimate seating
arrangement allowed just enough space between tables for the
matchstick waiters and waitresses to skirt between. Gold candelabra
were scattered over mantelpieces and tables alike, and the wax, a
deep merlot, flowed down the candles, slowly but steadily coating the
glittering gold in molten lava.
I couldn't help but reach out to touch one such river which was close to
oozing its way onto the white tablecloth. Using my index finger I tipped
it ever so lightly but, being a thinner consistency than I expected, the
wax greedily slid over and under my nailbed, coating my finger in a
smooth, red thimble.
Every wall was adorned with an ornate, gold-framed mirror. I caught
sight of myself in one, still holding my blood stained finger outright; a
furrowed crease in my brow. The paleness of my complexion seemed
ghost-like by the flickering candle light. I looked away, unable to
stomach any further dissection of my image.
For years I had imagined the different scenarios in which we would
meet once more. Would he tell me we made a mistake that day? But he
was so sure and remained so the entire journey from Dublin to London,
door to door. I relied on his sureness that day, not thinking for myself
or of what would become of us after the one thing holding us together
was destroyed.
I took a sip of my water, my pale finger still stained by the wax which
had hardened further and become impossible to peel off. As the water
soothed my dry throat, I glanced into the mirror once more and
immediately caught his eye. He was serving the table behind me, a
white napkin draped over his left arm and a bottle of red wine in the
other.
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Pausing, he allowed one of the guests to swirl, pucker, and swallow this
taster of wine, all the while staring straight ahead into my reflection.
His otherwise perfect performance was thwarted by his surprise at
seeing me, and a single droplet of wine fell silently from the bottle as
he was withdrawing it from the last glass on the table. His armoury
now failed him and he sported a matching injury to mine, blood red
upon white. I watched his reflection retreat from the table and within
an instant he was by my side. Without saying a word or even looking at
me, he concentrated on refilling my glass with water. Only then, when
he could perform no more duties did he raise his eyes to mine.
"How are you?" came his meagre attempt.
"Fine thank you. And you? I didn't know you worked here," I lied.
"Yeh it pays the bills, you know yourself. I do enjoy it though. They
made me manager there a while back."
"Congratulations," I hesitated, allowing him time to move out of the
way of another waiter. "Are you still living in Knocklyon?"
"No, actually." He shifted on his feet and adjusted his apron which was
already perfectly in place. "I moved in with me girlfriend, we've a place
just down the road from here." I reached for the water.
"Another congratulations is in order I guess!" I strained a smile and
took a long sip, leaving him in silence for a moment.
"What about you? What are you up to these days?" He was trying to
keep it light.
"Still working in the gallery, still painting… I got engaged recently." I
may have blurted it out but I was desperate to convince him that my
life had also moved on.
"Wow that's brilliant TJ, I'm so happy for you". He was one of the few
people that ever called me TJ rather than Tara-Jane. His delight
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seemed genuine but I longed for him to be hurt; anything but
unconditionally happy for me.
My discomfort must have showed because he knelt down to my eye
level, pretending to adjust the leg of the table. His face, in line with
mine, was how I remembered but with the addition of two small age
lines by his temples. They suited him of course. He lowered his voice,
still pretending to concentrate on the table leg.
"TJ, I still think of us and that day. I know we were young and stupid
but we made the right decision as hard as it was."
This was not playing out as I had envisioned and hearing him so
casually bring up what relentlessly haunted me, without any hint of
guilt, was almost too much to bear. I lost my composure and began
twisting my fingers, desperate for him to leave me be. He glanced at
my index finger and reached out as if to hold it.
"Your finger is bleeding! Let me get a cloth and a plaster." I recoiled
from him, snatching my hand away. He left the table so quickly and
gracefully that I only realised he was gone when I felt the cool gush of
air raised by his swooshing apron.

He never returned to talk to me but at one point, when I came back
from the bathroom I noticed a small plaster left on my place mat. I
toyed with it a while, turning it over in my hands, thinking how quick he
was to try to mend things. If he had only taken the time to ask, he
would have realised that it was simply wax on my finger. No blood had
been shed this time.
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Just Jammin'
Enda McGloin

Replacing the rasping with feeling,
Las Vegas-like we charm the crowd with dealingOf highs and lows- of soft piano- a little ding-a-lingChing ching- the synch of symbol,
Snare taps n' snaps,
Authoritative Bass lays down the line,
Old Clarinet ceding encouraging impetuous HornWe never noticed the morn,
Crept in like a gentle friend,
On and yawn- the tired mind evolves with wandering rhythms,
New intros pretending to be outs,
No stopping now as sunshine brings new
Colors, riffs, slides and shifts;
Know your turn?
No need now,
It's burned into your unconsciousness Reborn.
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D. emocra CY
J. James McDonagh
It had been the second time Ms. Emmerson had died that week. And it
surprised me. She was not one for abusing her policy and displayed no
signs of having an addiction to death. She was not the type to make
melodramatic pleas upon seeing me, nor was she one to look
disappointed when the other doctors confronted her with the
inevitability of her own fleshy existence. Such were the tells of death
addicts which informed the staff we would be seeing a lot of drama in
the clinic for as long as Daddy could afford our services. It was much
better than that on the morning of January 20th. Instead, my patient
beamed up at me without precedent:
“Have you ever scaled a rock face before?”
“No. I have not.”
“Oh my God! It’s so much fun! I got so high! Me and my brother
nearly got to the top of the Tryfan before my harness got
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disconnected. It’s the big pointy one in Wales. The one that looks like
Godzilla’s back.”
I nodded.
“What a rush!”
I attended to my checklist, unaffected by 43D5’s enthusiasm as she
continued to shake and giggle, her energy barely contained in the glass
cylinder which mothered her.
“It really is white in here,” she mumbled to herself. “Everything is
white! Everything!”
Everything bar my industrial-green gloves, I noted. But I did not
correct her. The large, open chamber did bear an impressive, blazing
white quality. There were no direct sources of light in the room as well as
a total absence of windows, yet the very walls seemed to erupt with great
energy and marvellous streams of photons. It was a very obvious allusion
to heaven, as well as a reminder that life after death was not always a
guarantee until we came along, and if it could be made, then it could also
be un-made.
I examined 43D5 precisely: everything seemed to be in working
order. Her eyes were dilated and there did not appear to be any signs of
delayed motor-control or nerve malfunction. Her muscles were tensing as
she lay flat on the examination table and her cognition appeared solid.
She was most certainly alive, and that was all we promised her parents
when they came to us. We could only guarantee that life would return to
her after death, but that the quality of said life was always susceptible to
terms and conditions (as well as a full legal waiver). Understandably, there
was never much protest; immortality was not the kind of thing you got
prickly with.
“I’m going to ask you a series of questions based on the information
you gave us. What is your middle name?”
“Elizabeth.”
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“And why did your parents call you Elizabeth?”
“Because they wanted me to sound better than I was.”
“And how did that make you feel?”
43D5 took a moment, her blonde eyebrow twitching.
“It made me feel like… like I was a fraud.”
“You can be honest with me, Sarah.”
“Sarah?”
I suddenly felt myself grabbing my pen at twice the necessary
pressure.
“My name’s Emily, not Sarah!”
I glanced at my nVidia tablet. The name read SARAH and her clones
were always of the highest quality. Looking down at the one before me I
saw a creature possessed of an authentic and radical inclination: one
which I had authority to bring to the bloom.
“I’m sorry, Emily. I’m a bit tired today. Now, if you could tell me how
you felt upon discovering your parents’ reasoning?”
43D5 shifted her twinkling, grassy eyes away from me.
“It made me feel sad.”
I looked down at my device: PROUD THAT MY PARENTS CARED
ABOUT APPEARENCES.
“Brilliant, Ms. Emmerson. It appears the memory link was successfully
connected and your consciousness is in perfect order. I’ll send you down
to physio for further tests. Do you have any other questions?”
The clone shook her head. I summoned a smile and then clicked a
turquoise quiz-show-esque button and
(swoosh!)
down came the glass. 43D5 sat up on the elevated table before placing
her bare feet on the rigged floor, the white and lime cloak flowing around
her full-bodied frame. There had been a noticeable increase in breast
tissue since 43C5 as well as a decrease in wrist bone which
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would probably affect her grip. But that was only what I perceived, and
my perception was not considered ethically or legally criminal.
“All cognition filters through imagination,” I muttered to myself as
43D5 shuffled forwards, her walking technique falling somewhere between
mermaid and stroke victim. She began making her way down the long,
gleaming-white hall and out of the vast, gleaming-white Awakening
Chamber.
By the end of the hour 43D5 would be cleared for release – whether
she identified as Emily, Sarah or Bruce, it made no odds – she would be
sent out into a civilian world which was nowhere near capable of handling
the impact on consumer rights and medical malpractice which we had
fostered. At the time of 43D5’s awakening there were 201 lawsuits filled
against Clone: Canterbury, and if Sarah Emmerson’s family had anything
to say about their baby girl’s newfound hatred of her middle name there
would be 202. We had never lost any claims as the law was only courting
the surface of the immense, wild sea of issues it had to conquer; not to
mention the fact that every judge and politician in the land was on our
client list. Only through a united moral consensus could the law truly
enforce itself upon us, and our quick and covert establishment via TTIP’s
free-trade opportunities allowed our American founders to set-up with
minimal objections. The only people who were insane enough to attack us
directly and argue that another shot at life was a fundamental evil were
the hardcore Christians whose entire raison d’être derided from the
promise of a hard, permanent death. Clone sent the fear into them when
we took their place as the prime vendors of an eternal life: we had finally
reconciled science and God.
and they saw the voices. 20:18
***
It was half past two when I welcomed my second patient of the day into
my office. He was stout and his bald head shone like thunder. Roughly
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forty six and 34.6%rotations around the sun had that head seen before it
encountered the harsh fluorescent light of my consultancy space – a faux
claim to ownership characterized by pure apathy: the hyper-modern,
angular furniture was left as I found it and lacked any kind of
perpendicular cohesion, giving the room a scattered, disconnected
geometry. The walls were a naked beige save for a single painting left by
the former owner of the room, who, having originated from the States, left
a dreadfully patriotic piece behind him. The fabric of the painting was
crumpled and torn in various places and I could never decide whether this
was the result of exceptionally good or exceptionally bad care.
My client had settled into the room swimmingly and was leaning
forward on the edge of his chair. I examined him steadily as we
communicated.
“A poet.”
“A poet?”
I nodded.
“Well, I’d like to set myself up better for the next time. It’s not that I’m
terribly unhappy; I just think I could be doing better if fate had been a bit
kinder at the beginning of my life. And I don’t hate myself. I wouldn’t want
to be a totally different person.”
“Have you ever died before?”
“No.”
Francis, the man, shifted in his seat. His exceptionally crooked nose
became even more pronounced when he moved and revealed new angles
to the observer. He had already asked, even though he already knew, that
it was impossible to alter the DNA blueprint for bone formation. He had
begun steering his series of hypotheticals into more practical territory
regarding our policy. I had to remind – me – that suicide was not covered
by any of our plans.
“So, would I wake up if I killed myself tomorrow?”
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“Yes. But if it was discovered that you were the primary force behind
your death then we would cancel your plan. We could also take legal
action. That includes suicide by cop, too.”
“Oh no, you don’t have to worry about that. I don’t think I could
frighten any police officer enough to kill me.”
After suffering an awkward handful of seconds I caught sight of
William Golding’s Nobel Prize winner sprawled out on my table. I felt
embarrassed of how obvious the book was and so I shifted it behind my
encased, exotic plant. In comparison to the fallout of the rest of the room,
my desk was a thriving personal overgrowth.
“That really is something, Doctor. It looks exactly like a woman’s lips! I
can’t believe you can find things like that in the wild.”
I nodded and allowed yet another dull moment come to terms with
itself. Francis let his eyes swing naturally from the full red lips of my
Psychotria elata and back to me.
“Is my clone fat?” asked Francis.
“He has your base BMI. Your metabolisms are the same.”
Francis’ cheeks pulled up. His face reminded me of a bitten pear. I
laughed inside while I licked my lips. I smiled inside at the Freudian tick. I
was, in fact, very hungry.
“And does he have hair?”
I nodded no.
“Do… do I have any genes that you could switch on… or give a bit of
encouragement to?”
“It’s illegal to alter or splice genes in the United Kingdom.”
no weapon formed against me.
The pear lost its happy shape. I took a sip of noticeably lukewarm
water while my skin itched and leaked h2o. The pear looked at me with
worry.
“Are you okay, Doctor Evil?”
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“I’m fine,” I replied. “My lab coat’s a bit tight, is all.”
I read his mind as he asked:
“Do you have a clone?”
I don’t look that unhealthy you daft cunt!
“I do.”
The pear smiled. He had gained territory and was no longer my
helpless subject. The scalpel had to be shared.
“What made you get one?”
“I have a terminal illness. It’s hereditary.”
I felt fine metal peeling the skin off my skull:
“You were lucky, then.”
“Clone is an extraordinary company. I am very lucky. We are all very
lucky. So, believe me when I say there is nothing we can do to alter DNA.
I’m sure you’re aware of the lawsuits being brought to us?”
The pear nodded in agreement, his eyes falling back down to the
vomit-green carpet. I had lied to him, there were things we could do to
DNA and I had attempted them at my own clone’s seeding with results still
pending. Being a pessimist, I could never envision a change in my
outcome. I could not help but see myself in the same office ten years down
the line, my life still intrinsically connected to the employee benefit I
enjoyed on the incredibly expensive death insurance I had to take out. My
weekly overtime still constricted by the smell of flesh and the formation of
sterile organics. I would continue to be an eternal creature of birth, neither
dead or alive, neither going or gone. A wage slave coloured in a shade of
hope and fuelled by his own insatiable drive to endure and see out the
apocalypse.
“Do you believe in God?” the pear asked the doctor. I looked over at
the clock:
five past 3
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We were overtime, but the doctor enjoyed the pear’s company. His
engaged mind was a soothing drug which I craved; a human cigarette
break. It was unhealthy for an employee of Clone to associate too much
with the conscious. We were taught to understand people as a
combination of working parts; a puzzle which could grow, destroy itself
and rebuild again. A heart was a collection of proteins and pipes. A mind
was a computer to be installed and rebooted. We were angels and
architects and if any of us realised the gravity of what we were doing…
all cognition filters through imagination.
“Doctor Plath?”
“I’m sorry. It’s been a long hay and I often hay-cream. What were you
asking me?”
“Are you a religious man?”
“I used to be. Devotedly so.”
“What changed your mind?”
The pear has lost any of the self doubt he carried in from the real
world. He looked into my eyes like one piece of the universe does to
another. We were intellects atop Mount Olympus and our words and
speculations were elements shaping the landscape in a violent
V. iol ENT!
blaze. Like Moses transcending a body of water.
“The first time I saw a clone awaken. I knew then that divinity wasn’t
a monarchy. It was Marxist.”
the devil’s sacred flame!
The pear nodded. And smiled. Then nodded some more. His body had
caught up with his head as he became one large, bruised and battered
fruit sitting across from me. I wondered why we hadn’t brought in a bigger
chair. We had plenty which were rounded. I examined him further with my
clinical eye: I sensed worry. I was always very observant.
“Doctor?”
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sleep, I need, to.
I disconnected my body from the chair. I stood up (got up!). Swung
and sunk down like a fat, buckling boulder. The chains of gravity had
finally worn me down.
water, air and raindrops make rivers in the meadow of my mind…
***
I awoke to bright, white light. A glass womb wrapped itself over the top of
me as I lay stretched in a familiar checked gown. I could smell lime and
citrus in my nostrils and feel the mothering hum of the incubator fizzle
within my eardrums. A young woman with straw-yellow hair and no older
than twenty-five, loomed over my existence. Her lab coat was large and
tightly attached.
“Can you tell me why you’re here?”
“I died in the carpark after my shift. One of the other doctors hit me
with his jeep.”
The woman peered down. The angle of her eyes was so severe that it
was a wonder her glasses did not fall. I could see a glint of my surgical
gown reflected inside her grey, sterile iris.
“You died in your office, Doctor. Your condition worsened acutely
while you were in a consultation and you collapsed.”
My heart began to beat hard. And then heavy.
“I don’t remember you! I don’t remember you at all!”
The woman observed me while I smacked the glass ceiling above my
face.
“I don’t remember dying!”
Tears flooded my eyes. My smacks and protests grew in their charge
before rapidly falling off. I shielded my face and cried deeply into my
fingers.
“It’s perfectly natural for you to feel emotional after dying. What you
have to remember is that we’re here to take care of you.”
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I felt heat rising further into my face. The woman’s voice was
saturated with professionalism and a perfectly weighted sympathy. I
remembered how many times I had delivered that line in the past; how
mechanical and self-aware I had become to the human condition. With
every tear I shed I craved to be confused and to confuse my observer; to
become a Rubik’s cube capable of fighting back.
“Now, I’m going to ask you a specific question to check on your
memory. What is your favourite line of poetry?”
“Show me the screen.”
The woman looked at me without precedent. It had been the first
time in a long time that she had felt the fourth wall shatter.
“Show me the screen,” I repeated.
She turned the tablet to me: ITS SNAKY ACIDS HISS. IT PETRIFIES THE
WILL. THESE ARE THE ISOLATE SLOW FAULTS THAT KILL, THAT KILL,
THAT KILL.
“That’s good. That’s good,” I assured myself.
The woman nodded.
“Get me the hell out of this thing.”
Swoosh! The glass tube retracted. I stretched out my arms. My new
muscles felt fizzy, sprite and limber. I could feel that my lower abdomen
was tight and my hamstrings were no longer bounded up like mossy
planks of wood. I sat up on the ledge, ran my fingers through my hair and
thought of my last patient who had reminded me of a pear. I wondered
how he was doing. I wondered if he cared about me when I collapsed.
“Now, Doctor, if you could make your way down…”
She was interrupted by shouting some distance away:
“Get away from me… you fuckers!”
Myself and the woman looked down the long, glistening white hall
which connected the Awakening Chamber to the part of the building
which contained exit doors. The sound of screeching steps and shouting
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men drew closer. The woman seemed worried, whereas I, a baby to the
world, felt my gaze lured and seduced by the noise. I felt the soles of my
feet rest against the clinical surface, ready to pull the earth behind me and
put distance between myself and the predator beyond the eye of the
clearing.
No sooner had the man stepped over the threshold but the crowd
had surged upon him and leapt onto the beast. For a while there were no
words, and no movements but the tearing of teeth and claws. The man
freed up his neck to reveal a thin face framed by a limp, greasy fringe. His
eyes gazing up at me like two bright emeralds in an Aztec booby-trap; my
own two eyes looking back up at me, gleaming in the whiteness.
“I’m not dead! I’m not dead!” Doctor Plath shouted with what little air
could burst out of his lungs. “I’m not dead, you bastards! Please, for fuck’s
sake! Get off of me! Oh my God, please! Don’t let them do this! Help me!
Help me!”
I watched the blooded beast being dragged away screaming and
crying, but I was not afraid. I had seen animals kill in the wild before. And
so I continued to look, my eyes remaining strange to any pity, pain or
compassion.
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Student 131
Donna Smith

Your tatty red rucksack abandoned in the hall,
spilling notes for an exam
you will never sit.
A moment frozen in time, forever, for you.
Yet the clock continues to tick for us,
marking your absence
and the eternal curse of the living:
to always wonder if more might have been done.
Did we muddle your misery
with your smiles?
Was your desperate cry for help unheard,
the sound drowned in the cacophony of living?
And as we shuffle - uncomfortable, dazed, numb in our kitchen meant for five students,
not four,
your mother's heartbreak fills the room
with stifled sobs
and a clinking teaspoon.
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The past has no future
Ellen Davis

I thought I could just go back,
Turn off the motorway and drive
Into the village. It all seemed
Smaller than I remembered.
The road up to the old house
Is nothing but a laneway.
It no longer stands alone
Book-ended now by
Two new bungalows.
There was no one around
All moved on to more
Prosperous times.
On the hill the old ruin still
Keeps watch over the comings
And goings, like a weary sentinel.
The gate locked and the stile
Too steep for me now.
I used to skip over that
Holding your outstretched hand
As you hoped to catch
The unspoken promise of a kiss.
Lost Magic, what had been
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A fairy link to centuries past
was now just cold stone on stone.
I looked you up, and
When I found the place
I thought of seeking you out
Of your comfort.
Dragging you back
to those teenage years.
Back to the innocence
Of it all, the make-believe.
I left you where you were
With your memories of me
As a wild thing landed
From city life. Why replace them
With ones tainted with age spots
And Infirmity, why spoil those
Halcyon days with stark reality?
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The Deer at Nara
Robert Feeney

Marcus looks at his smart phone, and says that hashtag Chernobyl2011
is trending on Twitter. Greg is sitting with him on the floor of a bullet
train. The other teachers are scattered around the carriage, and some
have found seats. Greg looks at them through the glass of the sliding
door. Then he turns back to Marcus, who is running his finger over his
teeth, back and forth. The train is moving smoothly and, visible through
the right side windows, Fuji-san is still standing. But Marcus doesn't
seem to notice the mountain, and only responds to the vibrations of
incoming message alerts. Greg looks for a way to change the subject.
"A student told me that the deer at Nara, if you bow to them, they
bow back," he says.
"Are we going to Nara as well?" says Marcus.
"Why not? It's only another forty minutes or so by train."
Marcus frowns. The expression does not suit his regal, early
twenties face. It makes him look childish.
"I don't know if that's a good idea," he says.
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Greg is about to reply when his own phone starts to vibrate. It is a
call from their Director of Studies. He wants to know about the teachers'
plans. Greg says that a number of them are currently on the train to
Osaka, the "nation's kitchen". Just for a holiday, to get away from all the
talk of reactors and food shortages, nothing more. No mention of escape.
The Director responds by choosing his words carefully, reminding him that
the schools are definitely re-opening next week, and that they are
expected to be back at work then. Spring schools begin at the end of this
month. It's a busy time. He asks Greg to tell the other teachers this,
especially Marcus, who hasn't been returning his calls. After he hangs up,
Greg decides he will leave this reminder until later, when they have had
some cheap beers and sushi. He returns to his place on the floor. A few
minutes later, Marcus' smart phone rings, the tone resembling an alarm
bell. He checks the caller ID, then places it back into his pocket. They both
stand up, as the train is pulling to a stop, and they need to clear the area
in front of the doors. A large number of businessmen rush out, allowing the
teachers to sit together in a group, in actual seats. They talk about their
least favourite students. Greg tells them about a twelve year old girl who,
independent of his tutoring, has learnt the word "fuck".
Marcus looks at his smart phone, and reads out loud the reports of a
Dutchman who has found traces of radiation in the tap water in Tokyo.
Greg revolves his beer glass, so that the label faces away from him. They,
and four other teachers, are sitting in a restaurant that serves savoury
pancakes. The group voted against raw fish, given the circumstances. A
waiter comes around and pours a batter of flour, eggs, squid and cabbage
onto the table hotplate in front of them. It instantly bubbles into life. Greg
hands a metal spatula to Marcus, to distract him.
"Bring your own beer, sure, but do your own cooking? This is a bit of
a con," says Marcus.
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"It's supposed to give you a feeling of satisfaction, I suppose. Like
hunting, or fishing for your food," says Greg.
Marcus attempts to spread the mixture evenly. The squid pieces
jump and splutter in the white sea. It flows uncontrollably outwards.
"How about this," says Greg, "a restaurant where people bring their
own drink, catch the food on-site, and cook it themselves? All we need to
provide are the tables and chairs."
"How do you mean catch the food?" says Marcus, as the cabbage
wavers and shrivels in the rising heat.
"There'll be a miniature lake and some live pigs, or chickens, maybe."
"So the customers have to kill live animals?"
"Yeah, it's a return to basics. Survival of the fittest and such."
"That's the worst idea I've ever heard," says Marcus, as he tries to
gather the ingredients that are sliding around on the hotplate. One of the
squid tentacles escapes over the side of the table, and is crushed by a
passing businessman rushing to the toilet. The other teachers are
discussing work, and whether they will be paid for this unexpected week's
holiday.
"Herr Director won't be happy if his teachers start leaving. He might
have to teach some classes himself then," says Marcus.
An alarm bell goes off, and he checks his smart phone again. Greg
takes over cooking duties, flipping over the congealing pancake. He chats,
and thinks of his parents and friends who are worried about him. When
the food is cooked, he asks Marcus if he wants seaweed flakes on top of
his. But Marcus isn't listening, so, in retaliation, he buries it in pickled
ginger instead.
Marcus looks at his smart phone, and reads out loud the reports of a
German who has found no traces of radiation in the Tokyo tap water. They
are in an underground bunker of a bar, in downtown Osaka. It is St
Patrick's Day, and Marcus has bought a pitcher to celebrate. Three other
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teachers have accompanied them, and are sipping gin and tonics at a
plank posing as a table. Greg spots a certificate on the wall, certifying that
the barman on duty studied in a brewery in Cork. It is a good sign. He also
spots a middle-aged man, dressed as a leprechaun, trying to chat up a
local girl. He goes over to ask him if he is Irish. The leprechaun is American,
and, after a brief introduction, tells Greg about the history of mental illness
in his family. Marcus takes the opportunity to steal away the local girl.
Although he is inept at speaking Japanese, his height and blond hair give
him a certain allure. Greg listens in to their stilted conversation, while
pretending to be interested in the leprechaun's phobias. He laughs when
he hears the girl say "Prince Harry" to Marcus. They both know she means
Prince William, but has confused her cultural icons. Marcus takes her to sit
down in a corner, and raises his pitcher in salute to his friend. The gesture
reminds Greg that he is dry, and he excuses himself from the conversation
of hospitals and syringes to return to the bar. The place is not crowded,
despite the occasion. A few groups of foreigners, probably teachers as
well, sit at tables and discuss in low voices the issue of the day. Listening
in, Greg hears a multitude of accents, but everything suggests that, at this
moment, he is the only Irishman here. He wants to ask the bartender about
the certificate, but his Japanese, also inept, will only permit him to order
another beer. He looks around and toasts the Guinness adverts and Celtic
jerseys. The leprechaun is dancing a jig with a tipsy businessman. Marcus
is content in his corner. Despite everything, they can still buy a drink.
Marcus looks at his smart phone, and says that the shops in Tokyo
have sold out of rice bread. His words are distorted by the wind that blows
across the rooftop of Osaka castle's main tower. Golden dragon fish are
beached, unbreathing, on the stone ramparts. Greg reaches out a hand to
see if he can touch one, for luck.
"It's rather cold up here," shouts Marcus.
It is cold. The wind is coming from the North.
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"Can we go back down?" says Marcus, who has not brought a jacket.
"What do you think of the view?" says Greg.
Marcus looks and sees the skyscrapers, raised perilously from the
city's business quarter. If he stares at them long enough, they seem to
rock back and forth slightly.
"It's good," says Marcus.
"This castle was the last stand of the famous Toyotomi family. The
emperor wiped them out after they tried to fix the moat that he'd
previously filled in," says Greg.
"Filled with what?"
"I don't know. Rocks?"
"That would work, I suppose."
They look at the moat as it is now, filled with water and couples
boating. The ripples of their passage crash into each other.
"Do you think we're okay?" says Marcus.
"What?" says Greg.
"Being up here I mean."
"Are you that cold? You're so weak."
Greg lifts and crushes him in a bear hug. Marcus hits him over the
head with a rolled up tourist brochure.
"I'm going back down," says Marcus.
"You haven't even seen the view from the other sides," says Greg.
The wind has blown most of the cloud cover away, allowing for a
panoramic view of the surroundings. They can even see Osaka
International Airport, fifteen miles to the north-west.
"Let's come back when it's not so windy," says Marcus, "besides, I'm
hungry, and I think I can see a dumpling stall down there."
"Fine, you owe me a meal anyway."
They haggle over the particulars as they part the crowd of cameras
and slide their hands down the bannisters. They watch a family from
Tokyo preserve the sunset in a photograph. When they reach the bottom,
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a lamp post nearby squeals as the ground shifts a fraction beneath it. An
aftershock.
Marcus looks at his smart phone, and reads an opinion piece by an
environmentalist who has reversed his position on nuclear power. Greg
has been trying to get to sleep, but his friend feels the need to whisper
this latest good news into his ear. They are sharing a cheap hotel room
with two other teachers. A deep snore, unattributed, blankets the air. The
walk from the castle tower has made Greg weary, but he cannot drop off.
Every time his thoughts begin to liquefy, the snore brings him back to
Earth. He turns to face Marcus, whose lower body is tucked inside a red
sleeping bag similar to his. They were purchased together while shopping
for canned food and five litre bottles of water.
"Tell me one of your long jokes with no punchline again," says Greg.
"Why? You hate those jokes."
"They're so boring they might help me sleep."
Marcus tells a joke about a circus performer whose head is smashed
apart by a sledgehammer, but Greg is unaffected. He can feel the
hardness of the floor through the fabric of the sleeping bag. He turns onto
his back, then onto his front, then onto his back again. Earlier, the group
played an elaborate version of rock paper scissors to determine who
would get the bed. He chose rock.
"And he opens his eyes, and says... ta-daaa," says Marcus.
The snore seems to be vibrating off the glass fixtures of the room.
Behind it, another sound is making itself known. The moans of a woman
are coming through the thin walls. They are shortly followed by the
creaking of a bed. Marcus turns to Greg and grins. The sounds get louder
as they continue, while the power of the snore diminishes.
"Impressive stamina," says Marcus.
"That's probably the girl you failed so miserably with yesterday," says
Greg.
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"That's hurtful. My ex-girlfriend once slept with my room-mate in the
bedroom right next to mine."
"Really?"
"No."
The bodily crescendo is reaching its peak, and the rhythm of the
snoring changes to add depth to the piece.
"That girl in the bar, she came down on the bullet train, like us. From
Tokyo," says Marcus.
"Did she say how long she's staying for?" says Greg.
"I don't think so."
Greg sees Marcus and the local girl in the corner of the bar. Marcus
raises his pitcher in salute, and the leprechaun dances into it, and the beer
spills over his blond hair.
"How long are we staying for, Greg?"
The music gets louder as huge crowds of people begin to flood into
the bar. Greg can't see Marcus anymore. The corner is empty. He's being
swept in the direction of a television screen, which shows a bridge
crumbling over and over again.
"Greg?"
The lights of the bar have gone out. Someone is shouting. The
bartender says that there is no more Guinness.
Marcus looks at his smart phone, and watches a YouTube video of a
deserted shopping mall in downtown Tokyo. Greg is looking at a neon
crab that towers over Osaka's entertainment district. The lights of its claw
flash on and off. He chooses a ramen restaurant, but the teacher
accompanying them decides to go elsewhere. Marcus looks at his smart
phone, and sees that the comments on the YouTube video are questioning
its validity. He orders a huge bowl of soup and noodles, which he slurps
down vigorously, while telling a long joke about a travelling monk. There is
no punchline. Greg looks at the pictures of the dessert menu. Marcus looks
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at his smart phone, and reads that the German has found traces of
radiation after all. His name is Gunther, and his Facebook status is "away".
Greg pushes over a half finished bowl of green tea ice cream, but Marcus
doesn't touch it. They walk across the road to a book store. Greg
attempts to read the signs so that they can find the foreign literature.
Marcus looks at his smart phone, and reads that the governments of the
world are sending experts to assist Japan in every possible way. He grabs
an erotic comic from the shelves, and tries to sneak it into Greg's
rucksack. Greg pushes back, and businessmen turn to look at their
undignified squabbling. Greg finds a shelf of books in English, but they are
all airport thrillers, concerned with death and disaster. He chooses a
horror novel about an Internet stalker. Marcus looks at his smart phone,
and sees that over five thousand people are reported missing in Tohoku.
Greg asks him for some change, and he hands over his entire wallet. As
they step outside into the unconditioned air, Greg snatches his smart
phone from him, and dances with it in the middle of the square. When
Greg sees the look on Marcus' face, he stops, and hands it back. But he
holds on to the wallet, until two hours later, when Marcus realises it's
missing.
Marcus looks at his smart phone, and sees an email from the British
Embassy.
"They're recommending that people with families evacuate."
Dull light yellows the floor of the hotel lobby. They sit side by side on
a couch facing reception. The queue of people reaches back almost as far
as the revolving door.
"They're laying on extra flights from Tokyo. And Osaka."
Greg got an email from the Irish Embassy yesterday. They didn't
recommend evacuation, and they haven't laid on extra flights.
"What do you think?" says Marcus.
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Greg is looking at a family in the queue. The son is pushing down on
the extendable handle of a suitcase. It looks like he is trying to detonate a
bomb.
"If we stay, you know we'll have to work a load of overtime to cover
all the teachers who do leave," says Marcus, "and with the spring schools
coming up, it'll be a nightmare."
"We don't have families," says Greg.
"I have parents and a sister," says Marcus.
"You know what I mean. The British Embassy is just trying to protect
itself. It doesn't want paranoid fathers and mothers crowding its
doorstep."
"Are you sure they're paranoid? I read today that the repair crews
haven't got any further in stabilising the reactor."
"Where did you read that? Twitter? Reddit?"
"It was in The Times, actually."
"It's sensationalism. Fear sells newspapers, so they try to create fear.
That's all it is."
"Well, it's working."
In thirty minutes, dinner will be served in the hotel dining room. But
the rate is too expensive for their budget. The convenience store around
the corner sells rice balls and canned coffee. In four days the schools will
re-open, and their Director of Studies will call the receptionists of each
school to see who has turned up. He will have a list of names in front of
him, some of which will have already been crossed out.
"I don't feel right, Greg."
Greg turns to look at his friend. Dull light yellows Marcus' face.
"Let's do something fun tomorrow," says Greg, "we could go to
Universal Studios, or the Aquarium. You know what we should do, we
should go to Nara. Remember? That'd be a good day out before we have
to go back."
Marcus nods. The son is priming the suitcase again.
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"I think I need to go lie down for a bit," he says.
"Do you want anything from the convenience store?"
"No. Thanks though."
The lift doors open as soon as Marcus presses the call button, and
close as he exhales.

Greg looks at his phone, and realises he has slept in. He sprays a thick
cloud of deodorant over his clothes, then rushes to catch the next train to
Nara. The journey is only forty minutes or so. When he arrives, there is a
line of girl scouts outside the station. They hold out boxes and cry out in
chorusing voices. He slips a note into their collection, and their shouting
becomes more tolerable. He walks at a brisk pace towards the temple
district. The weather is obliviously perfect. He reaches a large park area,
where families are buying food from vendors. Greg is too warm, and fears
sunburn, so he steps into the shade of a cedar-lined avenue. The crowds
are absent here. A deer emerges from the side of the path. Greg bows to
it. The deer stands rigidly still. He bows again. Nothing. He looks across the
way to the park, and sees a small Japanese girl attempt the same feat
with a doe. It lowers its head in response. Angered, he begins to head over
to the more receptive deer, but feels resistance. His deer has snatched the
tourist brochure he is holding in its jaws. Greg struggles with the animal.
It's the only one he has. And if the deer wins, if it eats the plastic and
paperclips, the street map, the pictures of Osaka castle and the restaurant
coupons, its stomach could be torn to shreds. Greg struggles, but the
deer's grip and hunger are too strong. With a twist of its neck, it wrestles
the brochure from his grasp. Then turns, and trots away. Greg stands in
the shade, and watches the deer vanish back into the trees, chewing,
chewing.
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Featured In This Issue

Ciarántwo is originally from Dublin but lives full time in his own head. For the past five years Ciarán
has been developing new work in secret, this new work has recently started to surface. Ciarán's work
takes place in a fantasy dreamlike world infused with personal narratives .The work attempts to create
an unsettling paralytic trance in the spectator. You can find more of his work online under the name
@ciarantwo on Instagram and Tumblr or on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/ciarantwo

Regina Walsh is a freelance illustrator whose work sees childlike wonder
transcend in a whimsical illustration style. Her images invoke a sense of
imagination and with a delicate style she captures her love of watercolours and
picturebooks. Originally from Tullamore she is now based in Kildare and has built
a wide range of artistic experience having studied and worked in Art, Design,
Mixed Media and Animation. Her work has recently been exhibited in the
Ballyfermot Public Library and the Pearse Museum, Rathfarnham. If you are
interested in contacting Regina about her work or seeing more check out
www.facebook.com/reginawalshillustration or www.instagram.com/reginawalshillustration/

Glen Wilson lives in Portadown, Co Armagh with his wife Rhonda and children
Sian and Cain. He has been widely published having work in T
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amongst others. In 2014 he won the Poetry Space

competition and was shortlisted for the Wasafiri New Writing Prize. He was
runner up in the Glebe House Harmony Trust poetry competition in 2015. His
work also appeared in the

and in

.

He is currently working on his first collection of poetry.

Kate Winter lives in a small, seaside village in North West Ireland, where she
tries to combine writing, motherhood and whiskey in a functional manner. Her
life imitates her art, in that it's a bit of a weird rom-com, but thankfully her
handsome fiancé is a very tolerant man. Kate's debut novel
was shortlisted for the 2015 Love Stories Awards’
'Best Romantic Read'.
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Eva Kelly is a Dublin based illustrator and educator. Her work is about experiences, places and
things from everyday life. Currently she is illustrating a book about James Joyce's Dublin, blogged on
evakellyblog.wordpress.com. Eva's work is on behance.net/evakelly

Bobbie Sparrow is a poetry writing Psychotherapist living in Co. Galway. She
was long listed for the Over The Edge new writer's award 2015/16 and short
listed for the Galway University Poetry Competition 2016. Her poems have been
published in

and

poetry journals. Bobbie has read several times at

Over The Edge literary events. She has taken part in many Poetry workshops with
Kevin Higgins and Jim Bennet of Poetry Kit. She is a member of the online poetry
group, Poets Abroad. Bobbie has found a good poem to be a good friend.

Ken Hume is 37 years of age. He hails from Tullamore but now resides in Clara, Co. Offaly with his
wife Anne-Marie. He writes most of his material in the local coffee shop.
, his first book, was published in 2011. In 2012, he formed a group called the Tullamore
Rhymers Club for the purposes of sharing & discussing new poems and rhymes in an informal
manner. He is currently working on his 2nd collection of poems called

due to be

published late 2017. You can find his writing blog at kenhume79.wordpress.com

Enda O'Connor is a visual artist based in north Dublin. After returning from
extended travels in foreign lands, he began his journey into art in 2011. He
studied Art & Sculpture at Whitehall College, then at Bray Institute and is
currently studying Graphic Design. His work draws upon elements of mythology,
psychology, mysticism and science and has been exhibited locally and nationally
at 2015's Sculpture in Context, Botanic Gardens. His work has also featured as
cover art for both musicians and authors. A website is in process and work can be viewed at
http://www.facebook.com/endasgifts/

Alan O'Gorman is a writer from Cork. He is currently based in Manchester, where he works in a high
school. His fiction has appeared in

and

. He holds an MSc in

Creative Writing from the University of Edinburgh and a BA in History from UCC.
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Rose Knapp is a poet, producer, and multimedia artist. She has publications in
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, and others. She

currently lives and works in Manhattan and her work can be found at
roseknapp.net

Martina Gleeson is an Painter and Illustrator from Limerick. Martina studied
Painting at the Limerick School of Art and Design and has an MA in illustration
from the Arts University Bournemouth. She was awarded the Tom Fox
printmaking Bursary and a solo show in 2015. She has just self-published her
first children's book

Martina is a

multidisciplinary artist. She uses dry humour and unguarded honesty as
prominent materials in her practice. Martina's work is informed by her
observations and interactions with other human beings. These observations are depicted in the form
of large scale Neo- Expressionist/ Graphic paintings. To see more of Martina's work go to
martinagleeson.com.

Shaneen Gorman is a twenty-three year old Donegal native and recent
graduate of Maynooth University, where she spent four lovely years studying
English. Throughout the past few years she has found herself constantly
scribbling her thoughts onto the first thing her hand can touch, but only recently
made the decision to turn these ramblings into verse. Her poems and art can be
found at (what are still the bare makings of) her blog, shaneensmile.blogspot.ie

Ciara O'Leary is a twenty-something Masters student of Writing in NUI Galway.
Originally from Dublin, she worked for some time in the corporate world before
making the decision to pursue writing. Ciara's fiction and journalistic pieces have
been published in The Irish Times and The Galway Review. She is currently
working on her college portfolio and is looking forward to the upcoming Cúirt
Festival in Galway.
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Enda McGloin is a poet/singersongwriter from Kinlough, Co. Leitrim on the shores of Lough Melvin
in the shadows of The Dartry Mountains. Enda has published a collection of 32 poems entitled 'A
Joyful Sadness' at the Allingham Arts Festival, Ballyshannon. He was a prize winner and published in
the Leitrim Guardian with 'A Different Game', where 'What Happened To The Child?' and 'Nothing
Civil About It' were also published. As a songwriter he has had two songs covered by Inchequinn on
their album 'On The Rocky Road', 'St. Patricks' Day' and 'The Gallows Song'. He is currently finishing
recording his first solo EP entitled 'Waterfall'.

Steffi Kelly, originally from Waterford City, is an Art and Programming student at
DIT. Although currently studying in a fine art discipline, she currently works as a
freelance illustrator and designer, mostly producing work for bands and small arts
organisations. More of her work can be found at www.jackalopetrades.com

J. James McDonagh is from Galway. He graduated from NUIG in 2016 and is
currently working in sales and marketing. His work

was featured in the

Galway Review.

Donna Smith lived in Ireland for 11 years (Dublin, Meath and Cavan) before
moving to Shropshire, England in 2013. Her writing has been published in the
UK, Ireland and USA. This poem was inspired by the 'Send Silence Packing'
campaign - 131 rucksacks were placed on the lawn at Trinity College Dublin,
representing the average number of college students lost to suicide each year in
Ireland.

London born and Co. Offaly based Ellen Davis has been writing poetry since she was 10 years old.
Over the years her poems have appeared in several publications such as

,

, and

. Her work has also featured on RTÉ Radio when John F Deane read one of her poems on air.
In 1985 her poem "For a minute of a second" won the Ballyfermot Poetry Competition and the prize a carriage clock still ticks away proudly on her mantelpiece.
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Sofia Arvanius is an active illustrator, born in Sweden, presently located in
Cork, Ireland. Sofia endeavors to make stories come to life through her
illustration. She holds a BA degree in Visual Communication presented by Cork
Institute of Technology. Translating a variety of graphic design skills through
numerous solo and collaborative projects, she works hard to make a reputable
name for herself in the illustration industry. Take a look at her other work here:
www.behance.net/sofiaarvanius. Have a peek also at some of her illustrated
books here: http://www.blurb.co.uk/user/Sofi5a

Robert Feeney taught English for six years in Japan before returning home to pursue a Masters in
Creative Writing at University College Cork. He is the author of several short stories, plays, and a
sitcom script that was kindly rejected by the BBC. His favourite colour is either blue or grey.
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